
Meeting of the Rules Commission of the ISMF 

Date: Minutes 5/18/2021 

Time: 16:00 

Attendees: 
Roberto Cavallo 

Oriol Montero 

Josef Gruber 

Marianne Fatton 

Nicolò Canclini 

Olivier Mansiot 

Jordi Canals 

Pierre Dupont 

Tim Zander 

Absents: 
Ram Mikulas 

Malik Fatnassi 

 

Last minutes: approved 

Ski Brakes:  
Josef received emails from suppliers,  

Dynafit replies saying that samples are not ready for series production. 

ATK says they will be ready to supply new binding in July when it will be produced 

SkiTrab says at the moment they do not have these available. In the process of creating prototypes. Will 

be ready to test in series in Autumn. 

Grizzly says GR98 is the model available. Ready to deliver now 

Summary: Only one manufacturer is ready 

Roberto says if a certain supplier is not ready for Autumn the athletes will use the manufacturer which is 

ready 

Josef says that the bindings must be ready, not in prototype, but in series productions. 



Oriol says manufacturers said that series production was ready. 

Discussing option to have some athletes using ski brakes and others not.  

Roberto will discuss with manufacturer again. 

 

Skin manipulation: 
Motion from Josef and remarks from Jordi 

Reviewing Version #2 

Discussion regarding arrivals. Do we need a rule specifying the zip being closed on the arrival?  

Marianne thinks that we should allow the zip to be open at arrival. Nicolo thinks it is a problem to be 

changing the rules. This year the rule worked, we should just leave it as it was last year.  

Oriol suggests that on going up we should say it is OK to have the suit unzipped 

The inperpretation is that zip only applies when packing skins in race suit. 

We discuss deleting Point 7. We agree to delete Point 7 

Tim will create proposal to delete point 7 for next meeting 

Jordi suggests that zip halfway is confusing. Group agrees that this should be changed to Armpit 

measurement 

 

Organizing Rules: 

Motion 5b Basic Program: 
Add rest day to WC event. May not be able to be compulsory. This is a suggestion. When 3 competitions 

this is important, when just 2 not so important. 

Josef agrees, so long as the races are separated by 24h it is OK to do in consecutive days 

When Sprint and Vertical, both must be at the same time of day. May not be Friday PM and Saturday 

AM 

 

Motion 6: 
Open Race, all agree to change 

 

Motion 7: 
Reduce sprint lanes to 10m of start instead of 20m 

No disagreement 



Change the 15min gap to specify it applies within the same category only 

 

Motion 8: 
Oriol proposes with Youth we should not have semi finals if 12 or less athletes registered 

Josef would like to check with Coaches. 

 

Motion 9: 
Change order if 24 or less senior/u23 W 

Jordi suggests we should not have text only specifying women. So we should change the text to be 

gender neutral.  

Jordi will make proposal 

Motion 10: 
Oriol proposes to add language about transition area size and design. 

 

Tim Zander not present to take Minutes in this period 
 

Sprint Race Claims, Motion 14?: 
Oriol will check how it is done in cross country and border cross. 

Motion 15: 
Minutes to be sent to PJ and Event Manager 

Olivier says why not also to the technical delegate 

Roberto says for moment to leave off TD 

Motion 16: 
Marianne proposes to have Sprint Race at last day, rather than start to make it more fair for those 

athletes who do heats and finals. 

Oriol says that this is how it is in theory, but maybe not written that way 

Oriol says that in case of bad weather we should have be able to change the day for individual. Normally 

we use emergency track.  

Roberto says this costs more money to house athletes on rest day 

Motion 16b: 
Make Appendix 9 more clear 



Olivier says we need to modify to show 3 corridors 

Oriol will update drawing to add 3 corridors, and change the arch from 6m to 10m 

Motion 17: 
Oriol proposes to change text to be 24 or less than 24 athletes 

 

LOC Hosting Fees: 
Roberto proposes to make timekeeping official for World Championship and World Cup and Continental 

Championship 

Tim says there is concern for having this requirement for North American Championship 

Oriol says maybe we can have MSO teach another timing company to be proficient 

Roberto Proposals: 
7: 
Oriol is concerned about gender equity for relays, particularly for youth. Would like to have 4 girls relay. 

Josef says coaches would prefer 1+1 relay, not 2+2 relay 

Oriol suggests the relay concept should be a miniature individual rather than team sprint. 

Conversation will continue in Strategic Group 

 

Motion 1: 
Increase Master Category 

Olivier is concerned about quantities of athletes where only 2 or 3 athletes.  

Nicolo says there are many athletes in 35-40 currently racing in World Cup, why should we give them 

World Champion Master title? 

Marianne agrees that it can be confusing to call it World Champion 

Roberto give a possibility that only athlete with License B, not License A could participate 

Josef thinks we should not reduce the age of the Masters category given we are an endurance sport and 

you can still win a World Cup at an advanced age. 

Oriol considers it a different concept of competition, for amateur competitor  

Josef thinks we should focus on youth 

Jordi looks at FIS, there are very many masters athletes. Notes it is a very different level, it is a way for 

organizers to make money. Federations do not spend money on Masters athletes. 



Olivier says we need to keep ISMF in control of the name, very different class of competition but we 

need to own the name. 

Nicolo says the Pre Master category is no problem, biggest concern was that the title may dilute the 

value of the ISMF World Champion 

Oriol suggests we can not give medals to Pre Master if that is a concern 

Josef suggests no License A athlete 

Motion 2: 
Clarify there is no bonus for Relay for World Champion  

Motion 3: 
License B 

Coach License: No text presently, but goal of having Coach License 

Josef says maybe if we have a coach license, maybe everyone, ski tech, physical therapist should have a 

license.  

Jordi says this will also possibly provide insurance to licensed coaches.  

 

Motions will be sent at latest on Monday to give 3 – 4 days for voting.  


